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Airport Marketing: Why we do it
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• Education & Awareness
• Target Audience: current and potential travelers within our 

catchment area
• (Catchment Area map in future slide)

• Several of our customers are first time travelers
• Economic Development

• When an airline launches a new route, it is necessary that we 
promote those routes to local business and leisure travelers

• More passengers leads to more destinations, which enhances 
economic opportunities



Airport Marketing: Impacts to Air Service 
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• Air Service Development
• Marketing incentives: used by all airports to attract airline 

service – airlines request and rely upon airport marketing
• New market entrance is expensive and risky for an airline

• We provide market data to support service, but marketing is required to 
continue to drive the passenger traffic

• Without marketing incentives, it’s difficult to attract new service



Testimonial: Allegiant Air
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• Airport marketing and advertising incentives play a crucial role in 
helping to set a new route up for success. Co-operative advertising 
programs like those that exist at ICT are critical in helping us generate 
the mass market awareness needed when launching a new route. 
Airline marketing budgets are typically spread across more than 100 
markets, so the importance of broadening that reach locally through 
marketing incentives like those provided by ICT cannot be 
understated. - Justin Ralenkotter, Allegiant Air



Testimonial: Southwest Airlines
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• Marketing incentives play an important role in the launch 
of new service. They aid in the overall success of a new 
route both through public awareness campaigns and by 
easing some of the initial costs associated with launching 
a new route. – Jason Chu, Southwest Airlines



Airport Incentives, Industry Expectations
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Examples where marketing incentives helped lure 
service to ICT:
• Allegiant service to Orlando-Sanford, Destin, and St. 

Petersburg/Clearwater
• Alaska Airlines service to Seattle
• Southwest’s service to Phoenix and St. Louis



Airport Incentives, Industry Expectations
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Airport Marketing incentives based on 
other airport's policies: Term Other

Seattle Up to $455,000 2 years

Tampa Up to $500,000 2 years

Abilene
Differing amounts and forms based on 
destination, frequency Up to 2 years

Flint, MI $100,000 6 months Allegiant incentive

Boise Maximum of $125,000 2 years New unserved target market

Grand Rapids Up to $150,000; $75,000 Year 1; year 2

Houston Up to $250,000 2 years

Knoxville Up to $160,000 Negotiable

Oklahoma City Up to $150,000

Philadelphia Cooperative marketing funds up to $1.5Million Up to 2 years

San Diego Up to $200,000 Year 1

San Diego Up to $100,000 Year 2



Airport Marketing: Identify the goals
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• Marketing Priorities
• Passenger and revenue development

• Passenger traffic (enplanements) and load factors (percent of aircraft full) 
are tools we use to measure successful marketing

• Enhance air service, promote specific markets and routes
• Increase passenger retention
• Reinforce image of the Airport
• Improve customer experience



Airport marketing: Determine the audience
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• Our catchment area is broad and 
requires different strategies 

• Catchment Area: as much as a 3.5 
hour drive time 

• In 2018, retainage was 82% in primary 
catchment area, 86% in Wichita metro

• Kansas City (MCI) captures 10% of ICT 
originating traffic

• In 2004 MCI captured 34%
• All other airports capture 7% of ICT 

originating traffic



Airport Marketing: Determine the audience
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Identify creative strategy, Build the campaign
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• The campaign
• New air service provider?
• New route/destination?
• Seasonal travel promotion?
• General education about travel?
• Parking promotions?
• Special events?
• Economic reasons of flying ICT?



Choose media strategy, Review results
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• Traditional media:
• E.g. – print ads and billboards

• Non-traditional:
• Digital ads, Internet, Social Media

• Results vary by media choice
• Analytics are improving greatly in digital ads
• Traditional ads help drive “word of mouth” but are hard to 

measure
• Results vary by campaign type

• Education and awareness campaigns are not specific “call to 
action” campaigns 



Review the results: customer surveys
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Source:  2021 Customer Surveys

• Surveys show advertising influences bookings

2021 Customer Survey



Review the results: Enplanements
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The creative agreement: Expired, RFP
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• Our most recent creative agreement has expired, which 
leaves the Airport without the ability to create new artwork or 
any creative for new initiatives or service.

• We also don’t have an agreement to perform routine website 
maintenance so we can’t keep the site current and fresh

• An RFP for Specific Airport Marketing Services was 
advertised in January 2022

• Three firms applied, all were interviewed, one was selected 
unanimously by the selection committee



The creative agreement: Airport budget
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• Airport marketing budget: $350,000
• Both agreements, creative and media, share in this line item, 

along with whatever marketing initiatives arise
• Other initiatives may include the advertising of vacant properties

• Marketing dollars come from Airport revenue, only
• There is no City general fund impact
• Airport revenue comes from multiple sources, including real 

estate agreements, concession agreements, and airline 
agreements



The Creative Agreement: Performance Measures
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• Additional performance measures will be developed 
to monitor the progress and impact of the Airport’s 
marketing efforts

• The agreement is for one year, with up to four one-
year options, depending on performance



Recommendation
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